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Guye Cabin Annual Report 2020
by Mike Mahanay Cabin Chair/Director

Inner City Outings Training
Despite the Coiv-19 pandemic Guye Cabin has been a source of resilience and community. We
had a good ski season with lots of use at the Cabin by WAC members, classes, groups, and
students. After a few weeks of closure we opened the Cabin to Isolation Cabin stays (ISO) and
Isolation Work Parties in May. I am proud that we took the time and made the effort to be
creative to keep things going for the WAC community.
Guye Cabin is a fantastic facility! There is nothing like it easily accessible to Seattle. We are so
lucky that our WAC ancestors built the Cabin in 1932 and have kept it going for 88 years! (so
far!) The WAC has numerous multi-generation members and members that grew up at Guye
Cabin. There are few places in the world today where we can experience such community
among outdoor enthusiasts. As the heart of the WAC Guye Cabin really brings everyone to
common ground with each visit.
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Highlights of Cabin UseWednesday night ski classes
Climbing Class Instructor Training
Backcountry Instructor Training
Backcountry Travel Class
Scout Groups
Nathan Hale Physics Class
ISO (Isolation) Work Parties
ISO (Isolation) Cabin Stays
Missing because of covid
Inner City Outings
Born to Run Runners Camp
Pinnacle Explorations
Scout Groups
PCTA Trail Crews
PCT Hikers

Isolation (ISO) Cabin Stays-“Guye Cabin misses people”
This is exclusive reservation only use by families and quarantine groups. A WAC Air B&B if you
will. Since May the Cabin has been occupied each weekend as well as midweek dates. As a result
the Cabin has continued to generate needed income for the Club throughout the summer. We
also minimized expenses and relied on donations. We will continue some form of ISO Cabin
stays through the fall, winter, spring, summer. (until a vaccine comes and the pandemic is
declared over)

Don Oelschlager at his first work party
with his dad in 1940. Don is still
involved 80 years later!
Don donated his Dad’s alpenstock
displayed in the rec room. His father
was an early climber on Mount Rainier
and other peaks.
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Summer ISO Work Parties
Guye Cabin Work completed:
Siding replacement – Don Oelschlager, Elden Altizer, & Mike Mahanay replaced broken siding.
Tool Shed – We started repurposing the old pump house for a tool shed last year and completed
the project early summer. We removed the 2 big motors and pumps, emptied & filled the tanks
with gravel and cemented the floor. It now stores equipment such as lawn mower, wheel
barrows, etc. The motors & pumps were donated to a fisherman in Aberdeen WA.
Outside Paint- The outside of the Cabin was painted top to bottom. Scrapped, caulked, primed
and painted.
Firewood- this is always the most important thing we do each summer. Without firewood Guye
Cabin would not be comfortable and have a hard time staying warm through our long cold and
wet winters.
Dale Ott did all the work this year. Hauling up cords of split dry wood that he bucked, split and
loaded. More than 3 cords of wood. This saved the WAC hundreds of dollars.
Yard - Dale also did a tremendous amount of work on the yard. Hauling up good dirt to level the
yard, seeding, and getting the grass to grow. The yard looks better than it ever has.
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Foundation Repair -The story of the summer! We completed the foundation repair on the west
side of the dining room and kitchen. This foundation repair was a big deal. When you see a
photo or come up you might not even notice what happened- especially if you haven’t been up
very often. This fixed settling of the foundation, strengthened the walls, it will keep moisture
from the basement keeping the Cabin warmer and dryer. Doing this as a volunteer effort saved
the WAC many thousands of dollars.
We did 2 ISO (isolation) work parties each week for 8 weeks with the last official one the middle
of August! Because of social distancing we did not do any big weekend work parties that you
are used to, just these affairs of 2-6 people. We stayed outside, social distanced, washed our
hands, brought our masks, and enjoyed a sack lunch, watermelon and drinks.
Over 21 work days 30 people put in 350 hours of labor (not including commute time or Home
Depot time) We used 200 bags of concrete! I can say that the Cabin is not going anywhere!
Deep Cleaning – With the ISO Cabin stays the Cabin has been spotless. Everyone has done a
fantastic job cleaning and disinfecting.

Geno and Nick at the Snow Dinner

Stove is cleaned stove to look like brand new

EnvironmentalThe Cabin is all electric (no fossil fuels).
We have almost 100% LED lighting.
No carpooling this year due to the pandemic.
(Canceled) Hosting the Pacific Crest Trail Hikers (PCT)
Sadly the pandemic cancelled this fun time for the year! Only a handful of thru hikers were on
the trail. Most people stayed close to home. Jeff Wright completed his thru hike from Mexico to
Canada in early September. Congratulations Jeff!
Hosting the PCT hikers contributes a significant amount of revenue for the Club that we missed
this year.
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And the good news?

Bill Hooper Birthday Party

King on the grill

We again had some notable large contributions this summer! Thank you!
Dale Ott donated $1500+ worth purchased materials for the yard, parking area, and
foundation repair (Also delivered)
Mike Mahanay donated $1000+ of purchased materials for the Cabin over the summer.

We also donated $1000 in surplus tools to the WA Trails Association
Guye Cabin Income and Expenses
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Expenses remained about the same as prior years but income took a big pandemic hit with a
shortened ski season, no groups or scouts and no PCT hikers. Unfortunately we can expect this
to remain until at least the spring as we pray for a vaccine to be available to everyone.
Looking ahead to the Future –
1. We always need more participation and folks involved in the Cabin. (and the Club) Come up
and help with work projects, trail work, or organized hikes and ski days.
2. Sometime in late 2021 when the pandemic ends and social distancing is relaxed a bit we are
looking to have more classes, groups and events that can benefit our Club, Cabin, and Members
especially in the fall/spring and other times when the Cabin is free.
3. WAC Kids events at Guye Cabin. We have always had these, and kids love coming to the
Cabin. Unfortunately this has been missing the last few years as the WAC kids have gone off to
college. This is driven by parents.
4. Increase partnering with organizations such as Inner City Outings and Pinnacle Explorations to
introduce young people to the outdoors – many that would not have the opportunity.
5. Create a Guye Cabin Fund for capital improvements
6. Explore Solar panels at Guye Cabin
7. Explore an EV charger at Guye Cabin
8. Cabin Classroom- although everyone agree it was a good idea, the start was slow, and then a
pandemic hit. We hope to fundraise and obtain some corporate donations. It will also require
commitment and involved support from the WAC Board and others working for big companies.

Donations neededPancake grill
Coffee bean grinder
Snowshoes- Upgraded to skis? Donate your snowshoes to the Cabin!
Mats and props for a yoga box - We have had yoga retreats and classes.

Guye Cabin Recognition-
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These are people that are demonstrating leadership, showing up and demonstrated how to
support our Club by volunteering.
Thank you!
Dale Ott, John Sanford, Elden Altizer, Mike Daly, Mike Mahanay, Gillian Murphy, Randall, Dana
Carmichael, Don Oelschlager, Jim Overton, Sylvia McKenzie, Archie Brenden, Carrie Wink, Robert
Henry, Clarissa Henry, Aaron Nation, Phil Harvey, John Brew, Matthew Briggs, Alan Widmer,
Fred Slater, Chuck Sykes, Diane Sykes, Curt Gelotte, Eric Bosell, Damon Clark, Daphne Clark, Jeff
Wright, Jeff Knutson, Ellie Graham, Gene "the excavator" Heisler, Brady Caspar
Dale Ott and Mike Mahanay have put in over 250 hours each over the summer and now in the
fall. Coming up an average of twice a week. They have also made significant monetary donations
for materials supplies for the Cabin.
More on Dale OttDale has been a WAC member for 40 years. He took the climbing class in the 1980s, and has
been involved in the Club and Cabin since. His hard work and donations of money and time can
be seen throughout Guye Cabin. Thank you Dale!
Winter is comingISO Stays only for the foreseeable future. Yes, even during ski season will be reservation only
for families and quarantine groups - lottery for in demand dates, higher fees to cover utilities.
No drop ins, no day use inside the Cabin,
Day use outside is okay, although Cabin will not be available for warming or bathrooms
Absolutely no parking Thursday nights to allow for the snow plow.
Please pay the annual Cabin fee to use and support Guye Cabin.
For day use and overnight please pay online.

